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very day, research scientists are
challenged to accomplish more in
less time and at lower cost. This

makes daily activities like chemical com-
pound sourcing and acquisition key areas
for potential cost savings and improved
efficiency at the bench.

The industry-leading MDL® Available
Chemicals Directory (MDL ACD) is used
by more scientists than any other supplier
database worldwide and has been the 
de facto standard in pharmaceutical,
biotechnology, chemical and agrochemical
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The new generation in sourcing excellence is here…

Elsevier MDL and Fluorochem are col-
laborating to help researchers locate

and acquire chemical materials with
improved ease and reliability. Under the
partnership, Fluorochem provides Elsevier
MDL with regular electronic updates of prod-
uct and pricing information from Fluorochem
chemical catalogs, which facilitates timely
updates to the MDL ACD database.

Fluorochem is a research chemical
catalogue company based in Derbyshire,
U.K with over 40 years of experience
supplying pharmaceutical companies,
universities and research institutes

throughout the world with a wide range
of products. Their full listing of around
30,000 available products includes fluo-
rochemicals, heterocyclics, boronic acids,
sulphur compounds and other novel
organics, many unique to Fluorochem.

“Our partnership with Elsevier MDL 
has evolved successfully over many years.

The vast majority of our customers use
DiscoveryGate® and MDL ACD to source
their chemicals, and it is a priority for us to
keep our product information and listing as
current as possible,” says Dr. Martin Woolley,
Director of Fluorochem. “We now use MDL
numbers in our catalogue and on our
website to assist our customers in finding
the right chemical. The Elsevier MDL staff
is very helpful in providing us with this infor-
mation. We hope to continue to collaborate
closely with them in the future to implement
future advances and provide an improving
service to our customers,” says Woolley.

Collaboration with Fluorochem

Figure 1:  Click on ‘Add or Remove Fields…’ to build your preferred queries.
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companies worldwide for over 20 years.
Built on MDL Isentris, the latest version of
MDL ACD provides superior functionality
and ease of use over the MDL ISIS forms
previously used for out-of-the-box access
to ACD (MDL® ACDFinder).

“Isentris improves the quality of the
scientist’s experience by offering summary
and detail views of data, simplified filtering,
customizable query/browse forms and a
shopping cart,” says MDL ACD Product
Manager, Mary Beth Walsh. “Other time-
saving features include the ability to 
save and reuse search strategies and the
‘ACD’ availability flag displayed with any
structure or reaction in your databases.” 

In MDL Isentris, researchers can easily
modify the default query and browse forms
to display additional database fields. Simply
drag and drop fields of interest into the
detailed forms or tables. These preferences
can then be saved for future use. Time-
saving look-up tables further simplify 
the process of defining search parameters
and/or setting preferred suppliers. (Figure 1)

The new history tree in MDL Isentris
captures your workflow. It tracks searches,
filtering and the results of list combinations.
You can step back through your workflows
to review previous results or re-use previous
searches. You can easily filter within existing
search results or conduct new searches.

The history tree also greatly simplifies
manipulating lists of compounds (See Fig 2).

You can selectively pick compounds to
create lists. Lists can be easily combined,
intersected or excluded by simply dragging
a node onto another node in the tree. 
The resulting list is immediately displayed
in the browse form, automatically generating
another node in the tree. Nodes can be
named and histories saved for future use.
Saving a list in Isentris automatically saves
the filtering information used to generate
the list, conveniently enabling the list to
be updated on import.

Packages displayed in the compound
details view can be hand-picked and used
to create a compound acquisition report in

PDF, HTML, Word, PowerPoint or Excel
formats (Figures 3-4). “The ability to build an
acquisition report while browsing different
compounds, packages and suppliers
streamlines the procurement process,
enabling researchers to spend more time
on science, less on logistics”, says Walsh.

Elsevier MDL is also developing part-
nerships with suppliers because of the
value they bring to scientists. “The supplier
partnerships are a great way to provide
customers with accurate catalog informa-
tion, ensure that compounds are available
at the time of ordering and speed the
ordering process,” says Walsh.■

Figure 2: The new history tree captures your workflow and greatly simplifies the manipulation of lists.
The ability to save and re-run a history enables you to share and re-run complex search strategies.

Figure 3: From MDL ACD, you can hand-pick packages from
chemical suppliers.

Figure 4: Creating a compound acquisition report in an editable, annotatable and share-
able format is easy with MDL Isentris.
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